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From the Editor
Welcome to this month’s edition of “Fearlessly
Authentic”. I hope you are practicing and
succeeding at becoming your authentic self and
also helping others on the Becoming journey.
Every day and in this journey of life, we meet
people at our place of work or socially and often
times, people are searching for inspiration and
need to be motivated to become their very best.
Therefore as we meet people, we must aspire to
become a source of inspiration to them. I understand that people expect to first be inspired
before inspiring others; however in fearlessly
authentic- you get to inspire others first,
because in that process of inspiring others, you
also get inspired. In other words, it is in teaching
others that you learn, and in strengthening
others that you become strengthened.
- Oge Funlola Modie
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Inspire
The word INSPIRE as defined by the Cambridge
English Dictionary means “to make someone feel
that they want to do something and can do it”. To
get the best out of your team, friends, families,
colleagues, etc., you must INSPIRE.
TO INSPIRE PEOPLE,
YOU MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:
INTEGRITY
NURTURING
SHOW AND BE AN EXAMPLE
POSSIBILITIES MIND-SET
INTELLIGENCE
RESPECT
EXCELLENCE

Please write in to share your stories
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1 INTEGRITY
Integrity simply means “the quality of being honest and having
strong moral principles” as described by dictionary.com. It is also
doing the right thing when nobody is looking.
Most people are watchful of your actions, especially as a leader or when you are a person
of repute. It’s been said that a man of integrity is a man of his word; simply put, his NO is
his NO and his YES is his YES. A person of integrity is an honest individual, with
unquestionable character, who is committed to inspiring people to be the very best they
can be. In teams, once an individual is considered as a person of integrity, he or she
becomes the go to person for a reliable assessment of a matter and/or an objective view
in a decision making process. Integrity is borne from a foundation of strong moral values
and principles. When people know your stance on matters, know that your words and
actions are aligned to strong morals and principles, and that you want the best for them,
you become believable and that is how you start to build integrity. Integrity is an action!
When people discover that you are a person of integrity, they will be inspired by your
work. Today, start to build integrity in your team by encouraging an atmosphere of
truth.

2 NURTURING
To inspire people, you must be nurturing. Nurturing simply means “the act of encouraging, nourishing and
caring for someone or something”. Within your sphere of influence, you must nurture people- nurture
their talents, nurture their strengths, nurture their weaknesses to become strengths, and nurture
who they are as individuals, so that they can grow up into mature and stable people of great
value. It is said that women are nurturers by nature; however, everyone has the innate ability
to nurture people, as long as one’s primary desire is to create better individuals. The
most important qualities in nurturing is patience and understanding. It is vital
that you pay attention to people and their growth pattern. This is because
each person has a different pace for learning; there is a time to be
gentle and a time to push harder. Nurturing encourages
people to shine and be the best.

3 SHOW AND BE AN EXAMPLE
Showing an example of your personality is very vital in inspiring people. This simply
means that you must be what you say you are. If you say you are a truthful and honest
person, then you must exhibit such character. You can’t inspire people by saying “do
what I say, not what I do”. To inspire people, you must be in front, you must be the
leader, you must show your real self and be truthful to who you are! Showing example can be in two categories; it can either be an example of yourself or of another
person who has inspired others. However, the most important form of showing
example is the example of oneself. So today, let us start doing as we say.

4 POSSIBILITIES MINDSET
Having a possibilities mindset means having a can do attitude. This is
infectious when positively pushed in the team environment or
beyond. In a world that is full of critics and pessimists, having a possibility mindset can be draining sometimes as you lose a lot of energy
when you battle against the tide of doubt. However, one must stay
focused on the goal and in striving to achieve this, you end up inspiring your team and others. Remember, “Nothing is impossible. The
word itself says I’m possible!” – (Audrey Hepburn)

5 INTELLIGENCE
To inspire is to be intelligent. We have two broad headings for this;
KNOWLEDGE (IMPROVING YOUR IQ): You must expand your knowledge base. You can’t teach people, if you
do not have or show some intelligence. You need to improve on your knowledge of global and national
matters. I typically use the PESTEL framework in learning more about global events and our country, Nigeria.
PESTEL stands for Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental and Legal factors. Also, expand
your knowledge of music, art and culture.
PEOPLE MANAGEMENT (EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE): Emotional intelligence is critical in inspiring others.
You must be self-aware and manage people daily. Encouraging others and speaking positive words tend to
work better on building morale. Also, learn to manage yourself, so you can manage people well.

6 RESPECT
Respect is very vital in inspiring people. You must show respect to every
individual, because everyone deserves to be respected no matter their
standing in society. This simple act inspires people, especially when they
realize you can be trusted, because you respect them no matter how they fit
into society. Respect for people is often not encouraged in societies where
the class system is established as a divider between people. However, when
you find yourself in such places, reaching across the different class of
people, to respect and to honour them is a huge way to inspire. A great
example of an individual with this great quality of respect is Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi, the great Indian activist.

7 EXCELLENCE
You can’t inspire if you don’t show excellence in all you do- your
words, your actions etc. Excellence is possessing outstanding quality or superior merit. To inspire, you must show excellence and so,
you can’t do things indifferently. To inspire others, you must show
that you are passionate about making things work, about making
things excellent, and about putting the best foot forward.
Finally, start to inspire by building on these qualities I have shared.
When you start to inspire others, you will also be inspired. Remember the saying, “He who sharpens others will also be sharpened.”

Oge is an author, speaker and coach. She is involved in causes for
women, young people and the vulnerable. She loves to read
comics, watch comedy flicks, listen to music and play golf. Shares
her love threefold- Love for God, Love for People, Love for Country.
That’s all for this month. I do hope we can start to reach for
the impossible! Impossible is nothing!

JUST DO IT!

